Kennedy goes to Moscow

President Reagan said he would have a three-day visit to the Soviet Union yesterday. On Tuesday, he met with foreign minister Eduard Shevardnadze. Later, Kennedy issued a call to US-Soviet scientific cooperation to end the threat of nuclear war. Speaking to a group of Soviet scientists, he declared that improved relations between the superpowers make it possible to envision an arms control agreement. Kennedy spoke yesterday with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, who expressed his concern over the Soviet leaders. The two also discussed arms control. (AP)

Philippines election today

The Philippine election is finally over, leaving only the counting of 26 million ballots needed to bring about the result of an intense, 24-hour-long, presidential campaign. President Ferdinand Marcos held a mass rally in Manila yesterday while full-page ads in newspapers advertised large discounts at government food markets. The influence of the Philippines presidential election cannot be understated. Cardinal Sin, issued an unusual strong support of his opponent, Corazon Aquino. Eighty-four percent of the Philippine population is Roman Catholic. (New York Times)

Israel forces down Libyan jet

Israeli fighter intercepted a Libyan executive jet on Tuesday. Israeli planes encountered the jet near Cyprus and forced it to land in northern Israel. Israeli foreign minister Eduard Shevardnadze. Later, Kennedy is expected to go to Damascus. While deplying the Israeli action, the US usted a United Nations Security Council resolution which would have condemned it. (AP)

Palestinians threaten airlines

Hardline Palestinian groups headquartered in Lebanon responded to the action by saying that people using US and Israeli airlines are doing so at their own risk. The Syrian president called the United States of America the driving force behind the Israeli conflict. (AP)

Paris hit by bombings

In a reported attack, two bombs exploded in a crowded shopping area last night. The first one was hit, there was no claim, for the explosion because it was caused by Soviet fighter planes. Paris hit by bombings last month. (AP)

Dartmouth orders shacks removed

Dartmouth College president David McLaughlin said to the Associated Press that shacks built as a symbolic protest against apartheid must be removed by the week-end. The college began a week ago to consider diverting $150 million of South African holdings if changes in apartheid are not forthcoming in 1986. (AP)

Hormel strikers meet management

Leaders of striking Hormel meatpackers met Wednesday with company executives to discuss the strike's effect on workers. Management had offered to pay for oil by near- ly 2 dollars per barrel. (AP)

Oil prices plummet

The price of the best-known grade of US crude oil, West Texas Intermediate, fell from $37.16 per barrel Monday to $32.95 a barrel Tuesday, the lowest level in eight years. Prices fell when buyers who had been re-turning to $16, then edged up further on Thursday. On Thursday three major oil companies, Exxon, Shell and Gulf, trimmed the price they would pay for oil by near- ly 2 dollars per barrel. (AP)
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Diplomatic expulsions continue

The Soviet Union ordered four French diplomats to leave the country on Tuesday. The Soviet ambassador was reported to have been summoned to Washington. The US returned the diplomat who was expelled. There was no indication that he had actually left Britain. Senators in the House and Senate voted Tuesday to approve a bill that would allow an oil embargo against Libya. (New York Times)

Duvallier seeks asylum in Europe

President Jean-Claude Duvallier, the Haitian dictator, has requested political asylum in other countries. The French president accused the United States of sharing guilt in the Duvallier regime. The US vetoed a United Nations Security Council resolution which would have condemned it. (AP)

Guatemala abolishes secret police

A secret police unit suspected in Guatemala has been abolished in what the country's new president calls "Operation Surprise." The new civilian government has said it will consider divesting $63 million in stock. (AP)

President challenges Congress

President Reagan said he would have a three-day visit to the Soviet Union yesterday. On Tuesday, he met with foreign minister Eduard Shevardnadze. Later, Kennedy is expected to go to Damascus. While deplying the Israeli action, the US usted a United Nations Security Council resolution which would have condemned it. (AP)
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The price of the best-known grade of US crude oil, West Texas Intermediate, fell from $37.16 per barrel Monday to $32.95 a barrel Tuesday, the lowest level in eight years. Prices fell when buyers who had been re-turning to $16, then edged up further on Thursday. On Thursday three major oil companies, Exxon, Shell and Gulf, trimmed the price they would pay for oil by near-ly 2 dollars per barrel. (AP)

Oscar nominations out

Out of Africa and The Color Purple were each nominated for 11 Academy Awards with The Color Purple. Other best picture nominees included Prizzi's Honor, Kiss of the Spider Woman, and Wimmin. (Globe and Mail)

International soccer tournament kicks off
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